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STATE OF THE WORLD 

a long, narrow table runs up the center of the stage. the Chorus of Prophets 
stands to the left, ominous and glorious with their megaphones. the Chorus of 
Tramps stands to the right, distracted and bumbling. far upstage, at the head of 
the table, is Usagi-San, wearing a large cartoon bunny head. 

Usagi-San waits until the audience is seated, waits for them to quiet down, waits 
for the house to go dark, waits longer than is comfortable. 

he dances, the Choruses twitch. they all stop. 

he dances, the Choruses twitch more. they all stop. 

he dances quickly, but begins speaking - 

Usagi-San. We used to be civilized. A thousand years ago, or four, or more, 
back when we chased our meat, survived on locally-sourced, sustainable foods, 
back before we were domesticated by wolves, by cats, by wheat. We were fueled 
by the fears of desire. Honest, uncompromised, living a straight line from dirt to 
dirt. Then… uh… agriculture messed all that up. 

he does a little dance. 

We used to be civilized. A hundred years go, or four, or more, back when we rode 
horses and wore big hats with birds in them, back when we knew when to draw 
our swords and began to see the mirror in our gods’ eyes. We looked at 
ourselves, we looked at our world. And we started to stop thinking they were 
separate. We set our foot on the path to rebellion, enlightenment and violent self-
awareness. Then… uh… gunpowder blew that all up. 

he does a little dance 
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We used to be civilized. A score of years ago, or four, or more, back when we 
drank martinis and watched Gary Cooper films and wore smaller clothes and 
smoked indoors. We started to become a ‘we’, pushing to be equal and in-
separate. We opened our closet doors, grabbed our marching suits and sat in the 
front of the bus. “We” would now become an “us”. Then… uh… something 
happened. 

he tries two small sad dances. 

Let’s start at the top. 

 the Choruses reset. 

We used to be civilized. What the hell happened? Where’s the ‘we’ now? Who 
the hell is ‘we’? Let’s break it down. 

the Choruses stop. 

‘We’ used to be servants of ancestor voices. Those of us who feel, not just witness. 
Those who lean into the flow of history, lick our fingers and earmark the 
passages we all need to remember. We are the storytellers, the keepers of lessons 
learned who whisper to the new generation what it means to be the old 
generation. We are what keeps civilization civilized. Builders. Painters. Singers. 
Writers. Dancers. Thinkers. Tinkerers. Those who see their purpose in the word, 
“why?” We had a job. But then… uh… something happened. 

THE PROBLEM 

the Chorus of Prophets raises its megaphones and yellsings. Chorus of Tramps 
searches, comically, through their many pockets. 

Chorus of Prophets. Chestnuts roasting on an open fire. Jack Frost nipping at 
your nose. Yuletide carols being sung by a choir and folks dressed up like 
Eskimos. Everybody knows. 

the Chorus of Tramps finds their bottles of booze and toasts each other wildly. 

Usagi-San. We got burdened. We let ourselves be trained. We lost our voice to 
talking mice, our moral compass to meat-selling clowns, cigarette-smoking 
camels and color-coded warning systems. 

Chorus of Tramps. Bottoms up! Code Green! 

Chorus of Prophets. Everybody knows. 

Usagi-San. We succumbed to the thought that differences are more important 
than similarities. That efficiency equals value. That idle time is wasted time and 
wasted time is bad. 
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Chorus of Tramps. Bottoms up! Code Yellow! 

Chorus of Prophets. Everybody knows.  

Usagi-San. We were taught if you’re not with us, you’re against us. To believe 
with our eyes, not our minds. To believe with our minds, not our hearts. 

Chorus of Tramps. Bottoms up! Code Orange! 

Chorus of Prophets. Everybody knows.  

Usagi-San. We were taught that the sentence, “I am” cannot end without 
another word. To have an opinion of everything, but care for nothing. 

Chorus of Tramps. Bottoms up! Code Red! 

 The Chorus of Prophets become productive. The Chorus of Tramps, less so. 

Usagi-San. We were taught to fear failure. You can be anything – if you can 
afford it. To be diverse, as long as you’re not different. To listen with our mouths. 
To LOL BTW OMFG, to blind cc, to post pictures of our kids, to post pictures of 
our pets. To be in touch, but not touched. To be in contact, but not connect. To be 
heard, but not listen. 

We were taught that grey areas are dirty and we were taught to sanitize our 
hands. We bought into the breathless discount. We leapt at the limited time offer 
that time is limited. 

We’re not observing, just reporting. Not reporting, just retorting. Distorting. 
Contorting. It’s all just link bait. Shiny objects glued together with jump cuts and 
Photoshop to keep my pleasure center front and center rising up and thrusting 
out and back and up and in again and back and up and in and yes yes yes oh god 
just like that yeah fuck yeah keep going wait what was it I was talking about.  

None of this is new, there’s no “aha, my god, it’s all so clear now” here. That’s the 
point. We’ve been lulled into thinking this is the way it’s always been. But it isn’t. 
We used to be civilized. Bottoms up. 

Your honors, may i approach the bench? 

the Chorus of Prophets mumblehums. the Chorus of Tramps mumbleprays. 

Let me let you in on a secret. There’s lots of us. Boom. Billions. We can’t help 
ourselves. It’s innate. We like to fuck. If it pleases the court. And every town 
cryer has a cable show. Every court jester, a three-picture deal. It’s the shear 
volume of passive distraction, an avalanche of sadly flaccid plastic masturbation 
that’s crushing us. And no one’s immune to it. Hell, we all want a little more ugh 
ugh, if it pleases the court.  
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Another secret: this isn’t a momentary lapse, this isn’t a growing phase, this isn’t 
an inconvenience. This is a siege. 

the Chorus of Prophets hums loudly. the Chorus of Tramps makes bird noises. 

So we’re terrified, compromised, lazy and angry and tired and sick. Because the 
only time we shut the hell up is when we’re taking a breath to yell over each 
other. There’s no room for a subtle voice when the volume’s already at twelve. 
This is a mess. This is an awful place to be. Why even give a shit. Why not let it 
all crumble in. Let the vines rise, tear down the walls, let the trees and weeds 
seed through broken panes and pray our mossy beds consume us in humid 
apathy. But wait… wait… hold on… guys, wait. Stop for a minute. Sorry. 

the Choruses stop, confused. 

THE BREAKDOWN 

I’m sorry. I… i forgot something here, didn’t i? Something about… wait… shit. 
Hold on, hold on… Give me a… Just… Shit. 

he tries to get his bearings. the Choruses give up and sit in the house. 

Nope. Lost it. 

Now just unresolved anticipation. Like being stood up by yourself. I’m sure i’m 
on my way. I just got stuck in traffic. I’m okay. I’ll be here soon. It’s gonna be 
great. Everything’s great. Great great great great great great great. Then where 
the hell am i? This is the right place, isn’t it? Is four texts too many? Then 
awkwardly playing with my phone trying to not draw too much pity from the 
waitstaff because, you know, reservation for two, motherfucker. And no thank 
you, i don’t need a second basket of sympathy bread and maybe i could just 
move to the bar, i’m sure i’ll be here any minute. Then calling me horrible names 
to the cute bartender who makes me an old fashioned and buys me a shot and 
comps me a few drinks and gives me a ride loaning me a fresh shirt the next 
morning and sure maybe it was a pity fuck, but it’s better than being stood up by 
a god-damned metaphor of your own socially-conflated expectations.  

Then i have this whole conversation in front of the mirror the next night except 
there’s one less bar i can show my face in. So i put on the brakes. I think, “let’s 
not, like, rush through this. Let’s hold on a second, collect ourselves. Cut out the 
distraction and focus on what i’ve got going on.” So. What’s going on. 

The voice in the mirror speaks. Again. It’s always there. On repeat. The same 
voice. An accusing growl, something from Tolkien with a little Tom Waits that 
says… 
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ALL.  In a thousand years, what stories will they tell of you? That you’re 
kind? Patient? That you let the world pass by you unmolested? Or that you rose, 
fought, and burned this world into your own image. 

Usagi-San. Then it fades away, leaves a bitter rime of self-awareness. How 
have i failed myself? What have i clogged myself up with? What is… what’s all 
this… stuff?  

REVELATION 

Usagi-San Chorus of Prophets Chorus of Tramps

- 

- 

- 

It’s a lot of things. And 
the speed at which they 
come at us. At the same 
time, it’s very little given 
how much we can really 
care about any of it. 
How much can any one 
of us care? Honestly, not a 
whole lot. 
So we’re suspended in 
this cocoon of can’t-
really-care-all-that-much. 
Protecting and softening 
us. Insulating and 
isolating us. 

I’m alone. I am alone. We 
are alone. We are alone 
among us.  

I am alone among me. 
And within me, i am 
crowded out.

in a dramatic legato.   

- 

Cellophane 
recombination. 

Tomato in situ 
alimentation. 

Expressive telomere 
vindication. 

Prescriptive hydroponic 
segregation. 

Hyperplasia compound 
fomentation. 

Nihilistic celebration. 

Piñatas de 
phytoplankton. 

Cheese. 

Radiators. 

Cobras. 

Pine nuts. 

Swizzle sticks. 

Carbuncles. 

Low-yield funds. 

Proctologists. 

Carob nibs. 

Ocelots. 

Lots and lots of ocelots. 

etc… continues.
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The Chorus of Prophets sings a medley of advertising jingles. The Chorus of 
Tramps dances and accompanies. 

I’m crowded out within 
my own mind. Crowded 
out by things that were 
never me to begin with, 
but became me. 

Back when we were 
civilized, when my spear 
missed its target, i wasn't 
obsessing over retirement 
funds, i was -  

Back when we were 
civilized, when that 
arrow cut through my 
breastplate, i wasn’t 
dwelling on which frozen 
fish is more sustainable, i 
was - 

Back when we were 
civilized, when that tear 
gas canister exploded at 
my forehead, i wasn’t 
torn between getting the 
cheap hubcaps or the 
fancy ones, i was - 

There’s so much that’s 
not me within me.

Na, na, na, na. Na, na, na, 
na. Hey, hey, hey. Good 
buys at Target all 
Columbus Day Weekend! 

Do you know the way to 
San Jose’s premier Mazda 
and Nissan dealership? 

I have a dream. A dream 
where i can reduce my 
mortgage to record-low 
rates! 

Imagine all the people, 
living in bright new Gap 
colored khakis, only 
$29.95! 

One small step for man, 
one giant leap toward 
finding a new you by 
signing up at Weight 
Watchers! 

The only thing we have to 
fear is missing this one-
day sale at JC Penny! 
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Usagi-San. But i’ve got all those New Yorker magazines to catch up on! But i 
have to read up on what Trump just said! But someone just liked the picture of 
my caaaaaaaaaaaaat!  

Back when we were civilized, we didn’t have any of this. Maybe i want to not fill 
myself up. Maybe i want to be a little empty. Maybe that’s… for fuck’s sake… 
maybe that’s where I come in. 

That’s where i was going! Wait? Back to me? No. Yes. No. This isn’t about me. 
I’m a metaphor. But i’m not. I’m on stage. And i’m talking. And i wrote this 
damn thing. I’m self-obsessing. Am i making everything as small as me? No, no, 
no. Good midwestern sensibilities won’t allow for that. It’s not about me. It’s 
never not always about me. But i’m not just me here. I’m a we. And we have 
something to say and we’ve got a goddamned bunny head and i remember what 
i was trying to say! 

Yes, it’s hard as hell to keep yourself empty, to preserve enough space to cultivate  
your voice. Harder than ever before. At the same time, we’re taught that the 
loudest voice is the rightest voice.  

Chorus of Prophets. Damn right! 

Chorus of Tramps. Damn left! 

Usagi-San. So this world is ringing with the peel of billions of voices. How can 
we be heard? Why would anyone listen? Because - 

ALL.  - we’re not alone. 

CALL TO ACTION 

Usagi-San. We are equal parts prophet and fool. Wailing in poetry while 
picking our nits. Bear-hugging failure in solemnity and silliness. Toasting at tea 
with the fears in the mirror. 

So take the hands stretching forward from a thousand years ago, or more and 
grab the hands reaching back from a thousand years from now. Join them within 
yourself. Remember you’re not alone. That’s how we break the siege. Civilization 
depends on it. (puts on the bunny head)  

Can we get an exit cue? 

the Chorus of Prophets wails through their bullhorns. the Chorus of Tramps trills 
on their ukuleles. 

 blackout. 
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